Signal extraction using complementary ensemble empirical mode in pipeline magnetic flux leakage nondestructive evaluation.
The magnetic flux leakage (MFL) evaluation is often used for the overhauling of oil extracting operation in the oil field to realize the real-time damage assessment of the pipeline. Since the MFL signal is affected by various noise sources in the field, this paper introduces the complementary ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise (CEEMDAN). On the basis of this, a particle swarm optimization wavelet threshold (PSO-WT) method is proposed, and the signal reconstruction option is improved to extract the leakage magnetic flux signal of tubing defects. First, CEEMDAN is used to add pairs of positive and negative white noise to the MFL signal, and then the signal is decomposed into several intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Second, the correlation coefficient selection limit is defined. Taking into account the characteristics of the decomposed signal, the useless IMFs and useful IMFs are selected from the IMF components, where some of the useful IMF components contain less noise. Third, the PSO-WT algorithm is combined to further filter the noisy and useful IMF components. Finally, the filtered IMF components and the pure useful IMF components are selected to reconstruct the signal. In the experiment, the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) method and CEEMDAN are used to decompose the noisy MFL signals ensemble in the field. The MFL signal is reconstructed under the correlation coefficient selection. It can be seen from the comparison of EEMD that the MFL signal is reconstructed under the same conditions after CEEMDAN decomposition, and its signal-to-noise ratio is increased by 8%. At the same time, after CEEMDAN decomposition, the selected noisy useful IMFs are further filtered by the wavelet threshold (WT) method and the PSO-WT method. Also, it indicates that the reconstructed signal processed by PSO-WT is 17% higher than the reconstructed signal after WT processing.